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AN INTRODUCTION TO UNIT TESTING 
Writing tests, particularly unit tests, can be a tedious chore. 
More tedious - not to mention frustrating - is debugging 
testbench code as project schedules tighten and release 
pressure builds. With quality being a non-negotiable aspect 
of hardware development, verification is a pay-me-now 
or pay-me-later activity that cannot be avoided. Building 
and running unit tests has a cost, but there is a greater 
cost of not unit testing. Unit testing is a proactive pay now 
technique that helps avoid running up debts that become 
much more expensive to pay later.

Despite academics and software developers advocating 
the practice of writing the test suite before you write the 
code, this is rarely, if ever done by hardware developers 
or verification engineers. This applies to design and it is 
also typical in verification where dedicating time to test 
testbench code is not generally part of a verification project 
plan. As a result, testbench bugs discovered late in the 
process can be very expensive to fix and add uncertainty 
to a project plan. Even worse, they can mask RTL bugs 
making it possible for them to reach customers undetected.

Unit testing is a technique borrowed from software 
development. It is a low level, yet effective verification 
activity where developers isolate and test small features 
in a class or program. By showing that individual features 
and functions are working correctly, developers reduce 
the likelihood of bugs infiltrating either subsystem or chip 
level testbenches. In short, unit testing can greatly reduce 
testbench bugs, making the entire verification process more 
reliable and cost effective.

There are several forces driving the need for testbench 
quality. One is the size of the testbench effort and another 
is randomized testing methodologies. Another obvious one 
is that the testbench is the arbiter of design quality. The 
quality of the product you will ultimately sell to customers is 
only as good as the quality of its testbench. 

Early in the history of verification, testbench code was 
considered throw-away code. It only had to be good enough 
to demonstrate that the DUT is working (however “working” 
was defined) and that was it. Once the design went to 
fabrication the testbench code became expendable. In 
recent years as designs have become orders of magnitude 

more complex and verification teams have realized the 
extent of the investment required to build testbenches 
the need for reuse began to emerge. Code that will be in 
your verification library for years and used to verify many 
designs must be highly reliable.

Randomized testing as a driver of testbench quality is less 
obvious but no less significant. When much of your stimulus 
is randomized you cannot tell a priori what will happen in 
the DUT and thus what exactly will happen in the testbench. 
You rely heavily on the checkers and scoreboards to give 
you good information about the correctness of the DUT 
operation. In general, you are relying on the testbench 
infrastructure to always do the right thing in the presence 
of highly randomized stimuli where you are looking 
for interesting and hard to reach corner cases. Since 
randomized stimulus is, by its very nature, unpredictable, 
you have to be sure that the testbench does the right thing 
no matter what.

 
UNIT TESTING TESTBENCH COMPONENTS  
WITH SVUNIT 
SVUnit, an open-source SystemVerilog-based unit 
testing framework, provides a lightweight but powerful 
infrastructure for writing unit-level tests for Verilog testbench 
code1. It has been modeled after successful software 
frameworks, like JUnit, with the intention of providing 
a similar base level of functionality and support. While 
relatively new to the hardware community, neither SVUnit 
nor its application are novel ideas.

The SVUnit release package includes a combination of 
scripts and a Verilog framework. The usage model is meant 
to be complete yet simple; developers have everything they 
need to write and run unit tests with a short ramp-up period.

Code generator scripts written in perl are used to create 
Verilog test infrastructure and code templates. The 
generated infrastructure ensures that tests are coded and 
reported in a consistent fashion. Users write tests within the 
generated templates, then use a single command line script 
- runSVUnit - to execute the tests. The runSVUnit script 
supports many popular EDA simulators including Mentor 
Graphics® Questa®.2
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Your First SVUnit Project 
SVUnit can be used to test any/all of Verilog modules, 
classes or interfaces. In this example, the unit under test 
(UUT) is a class called simple_model which is a UVM 
functional model that retrieves a simple_xaction from an 
input channel, performs a simple transformation - multiply 
‘xaction.field’ by 2 - and sends the modified transaction to 
an output channel3. The public interface to simple_model  
is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1 - simple_model public interface

 
A unit test template can be generated by specifying the 
filename of the UUT as an input to create_unit_test.pl. If 
simple_model is defined in a file called simple_model.sv, 
the corresponding test template is written to simple_model_
unit_test.sv.

Figure 2 - Creating a unit test template for simple_model

 
For unit tests to interact with the UUT, it must first be 
instantiated and integrated within the generated unit test 
template. The build() function in the template is used for  
this purpose. Figure 3 shows the simple_model instantiation 
being connected to two FIFOs, one for the input and another 
for the output.

Figure 3 - Instantiating and integrating a UUT

In SVUnit, tests are defined within the `SVTEST and 
`SVTEST_END macros. The macros are important because 
they let users focus on test content while forgetting about 
the mechanics of the underlying framework. A basic test  
to illustrate macro usage is xformation_test, a test that 
ensures the simple_model data transformation happens  
as expected. 
 

Figure 4 - Simple unit test with SVTEST/ 

SVTEST_END and FAIL_IF macros

 
In xformation_test, an input transaction in_tr has it’s field set 
to 2. The in_tr is then applied to the UUT via the put_port. 
Subsequently, the transaction is retrieved from the get_port 
and the out_tr.field is expected to be equal to 4 thereby 
verifying the simple multiply-by-2 transformation.

Notice the exit status of xformation_test is contingent on a 
macro called `FAIL_IF. `FAIL_IF is one of several assertion 
macros included with the SVUnit framework and integrated 
with the reporting mechanism.

To run the unit test using Questa, runSVUnit is invoked  
from the command line.
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Figure 5 - Running unit tests with Questa

 
Assuming simple_model performs the data transformation 
as expected, a passing status is reported in the log file and 
the simulation exits with a passing status. 

Figure 6 - Passing log output

If however, we have a bug in our simple_model and the data 
transformation is not happening as expected, an error and 
failure is reported and the simulation exits with a failing status. 

Figure 7 - Failing log output

Any number of tests can be written and run within the 
unit test template. For example, if we add another_test 
to the template, both tests are run sequentially and the 
corresponding test status is included in the output log as 
shown in figure 8. The overall exit status takes both tests 
into account. If all tests pass, the exit status is pass. If any 
test fails, the exit status is fail.  

Figure 8 - Passing log output for multiple unit tests

TESTSUITES AND SVUNIT AT SCALE 
To enable verification engineers to easily test all the 
components in a testbench, SVUnit scales such that 
multiple templates can be run within the same executable 
using a single call to runSVUnit. For example, when a 
simple_driver component is added to the testbench, a 
corresponding simple_driver_unit_test template can be 

created and run along with the simple_
model_unit_test template. With unit tests 
running against both components, example 
log output from a single simulation would 
appear as in figure 9 (NOTE: simple_model 
unit tests are labelled [simple_model_ut] 
and simple_driver unit tests are labelled 
[simple_driver_ut]).

Finally, SVUnit can also be used to simulate unit tests 
spread through multiple directories, still within the same 
executable. In this case, all templates within a directory are 

grouped into a testsuite (NOTE: as of SVUnit 
v3.6, testsuite names are derived from the 
directory name). The output log then reports 
pass/fail status for each testsuite, as well 
as pass/fail status for the aggregate. For 
example, in the case where component 
templates are kept in one directory while  

 
 
coverage classes are kept in another, 
components are grouped into one testsuite 
(__components_ts) while coverage classes 
are grouped in another (__coverage_ts). 
Testsuite names are reported in the output 

log. Collecting and grouping unit test templates is handled 
automatically by runSVUnit; no user intervention and no 
extra command line switches are required.
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Figure 10 - Passing log output for multiple testsuites

 
Additional features useful as testbenches grow are the 
ability to specify Verilog file lists and user specified 
command line arguments as well as the ability to specify the 
run directory.

 
HOW UNIT TESTING COMPLEMENTS  
CURRENT BEST PRACTICES 
Before you can begin to collect meaningful coverage data 
a testbench must be reliable. For example, in a highly 
randomized environment scoreboards and checkers are 
critical to ensuring that incorrect behaviors (coverage) are 
observed and defects are found. When scoreboards and 
checkers are not reliable, coverage data is thrown into 
question thereby threatening to undermine the quality of the 
design-under-test (DUT). Testbench reliability, therefore, is 
critical.

Commonly, our industry produces reliability through 
application of a testbench in situ. That is, a testbench is 
completed and integrated with the DUT then becomes 
incrementally more reliable as bugs are found and fixed 
using black-box test scenarios against the DUT. Initially, 
testbench reliability is extremely low. This is especially true 
for complex constrained random testbenches. Testbench 
bugs are discovered frequently; getting through testbench 
“bring-up” (i.e. reaching the point at which a testbench is 
reliable enough to properly drive and check test scenarios 
against the DUT) is time consuming and reliability improves 
slowly.

Adding unit testing as a prerequisite 
to subsystem and chip level 
verification is a complement — 
not replacement - to current best 
practices like constrained random 
verification. By first unit testing to 
reduce defect rates, initial reliability 
improves significantly. This is 
particularly valuable when it comes to 
verifying scoreboards and checkers 
respond correctly to odd corner 
cases you work so hard to generate 
in the DUT. In testing them outside of 
a production environment, verification 
engineers can artificially drive those 

corner cases into the checkers to see if they produce the 
correct response.

With high reliability components unit tested in isolation, 
testbench “bring-up” proceeds much more quickly and 
teams are meaningfully exercising a DUT much earlier  
than they would be otherwise.

Aside from the addition of an open-source framework like 
SVUnit and a simulator, there are no other tool or licensing 
requirements. Nor are teams required to replace existing 
practices. In short, unit testing is a cheap, low-risk, high-
reward complement to existing best practices.

 
LESSONS LEARNED FOR VERIFICATION ENGINEERS 
Shortly after you start coding a project you need to verify 
your assumptions. You ask “does the code work more or 
less the way I think it should?” It can be difficult to answer 
this question until you have a fair amount of code in 
place. It’s important to create some confidence that your 
code is viable before you write too much. You want to get 
some feedback on your code and avoid rework. You can 
compile the code to make sure it is at least self-consistent 
from the compiler’s perspective. But that doesn’t tell you 
if anything actually works. You have to build some sort of 
working example, which at the early coding stages can be 
time consuming and seem tangential to the work at hand. 
The alternative is to build a series of small programs to 
instantiate and exercise your classes. This can be a tedious 
exercise because you have to create all of the infrastructure 
necessary to make a complete, working program for each 
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test.  SVUnit can help with this phase of testing. It will 
generate the infrastructure code so that all you have to do is 
supply the interesting parts of the test. You can build a small 
test or two at first and keep adding on.

The availability of SVUnit becomes an encouragement 
to write tests as you write the code. As you finish a tricky 
piece of code and want to know whether the search works 
correctly or a loop terminates after the proper number of 
iterations you can quickly write a few lines or maybe a few 
tens of lines of code to try it out. This greatly increases 
confidence in your new code and does not detract from the 
coding effort.

As coding proceeds and you are getting closer to being 
done, the little tests that you have created serve as a 
regression suite to let you know if you’ve screwed up 
anything. When you do some refactoring to simplify code 
you can see if you did it correctly or if you have left anything 
out. Toward the end of the coding work you already have 
a pretty good test suite in hand. You can review the tests 
you’ve written and fill in any holes you may have missed 
-- unit-level functionality that has not yet been exercised in 
your test suite. Later when you go to build real examples 
in which the classes will be used in concert to perform 
complete operations you have a fairly high degree of 
confidence that the unit-level functionality is in good shape. 

One aspect that of SVUnit that can be annoying is that 
the generate unit test skeletons assume you only need to 
instantiate a single class -- the one for which you generated 
the skeleton. If the class has dependencies, is part of a 
library, for example, you will have to hand edit the first few 
lines of the skeleton to include and/or import the pieces you 
need to enable the class you are testing to compile and run. 
In my work (Mark) this editing was fairly simple and took 
only a few minutes for each unit test.  

The real benefit of SVUnit is that it encourages you to 
write unit tests. Writing unit-level tests is simple and 
straightforward. The generator scripts create fairly 
lightweight skeletons that can be easily filled in with 
arbitrary unit tests. The early feedback about your code  
that you get is so valuable that you find yourself wanting  
to write tests instead of avoiding an otherwise tedious task.

SUMMARY 
Spending time on testing the units that comprise your 
testbench is time well spent. SVUnit, a SystemVerilog unit 
testing framework built in the mold of JUnit, gives you the 
tools to start writing unit tests fairly quickly and easily. 
There’s no longer an excuse to avoid building unit tests. So 
what are you waiting for?

You can download the complete open source SVUnit 
framework, including examples, from sourceforge at http://
sourceforge.net/projects/svunit.

ENDNOTES

1 SVUnit download information and examples can  
be found at http://www.agilesoc.com/svunit

2 Mentor Graphics® Questa®, Cadence® Incisive®, Aldec  
RivieraTM PRO and Synopsys® VCS® are supported as of 
SVUnit version 3.6

3 simple_model and other examples are included  
in the SVUnit release package
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